
EarnSphere X RaidSharks Partnership

EarnSphere Background Summary:
EarnSphere is a community-driven project, lead by a team from within the community, applying a system of governance, as well as a reward 

system to promote loyalty and encourage longevity and activity within the ecosystem. It has a complex reward system as its main utility, from 
which branch off some other financial aspects, with applications that span the realms of: governance based on holdings, ETH passive revenue 

streams, investment fund and diversification of the treasury portfolio, buybacks and burns, liquidity buildup, quarterly developmental 
milestones, and involvement in external funding activities such as altruistic fundraising events.

$ES is the project’s token and it is found on the Ethereum Blockchain, tradeable on the decentralized exchange Uniswap currently.

RaidSharks Background Summary:
RaidSharks is a project with a powerful X Raid bot tool, deployable in any group, whether for other projects or lounges. It is completely free, 

contains a leaderboard and point system, is able to give quick access to the raided tweet, and notifies the group with updated signals of the live 
raid and its target! 

$SHARX is the project’s token and it is found on the Ethereum Blockchain, tradeable on the decentralized exchange Uniswap currently.
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EarnSphere X RaidSharks Partnership:

This partnership could be one of the strongest bonds between any two projects, each working on its own utility but together causing 
a synergistic effect. 

- EarnSphere will be quickly building up a partner wallet to the Gold Range (0.5% of total supply), held by the ES Treasury, with its 
ETH income going strictly towards the RaidSharks treasury, on monthly basis.

 
- EarnSphere will continue building up that wallet over time to hit a second milestone, the Platinum Range (1%), increasing ETH 

revenue to RaidSharks.

- EarnSphere will not stop there, and will attempt to keep building up the partner wallet to boost it into the Diamond Range (2%), 
maximizing the % of ETH revenue towards RaidSharks. 

- EarnSphere will be repetitively mentioning and commanding @raidsharksbot among its community as well as its partner projects 
and lounges.
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EarnSphere X RaidSharks Partnership:
- Passive monthly ETH income towards the RaidSharks Treasury means further incentive to strengthen the bond between the two projects.

- RaidSharks will be bringing exposure to EarnSphere and its updates and products, whether through its bot, twitter, telegram, events, or 
through its network of partners.

- RaidSharks will apply free ads for EarnSphere on its bot monthly. 

- RaidSharks will provide a White-label raid bot to EarnSphere (@earnsphereraidbot), which helps promoting the EarnSphere brand.

- RaidSharks will include EarnSphere in its events with other partners, such as twitter spaces or telegram voice chats, and vice versa.

- RaidSharks will open up a door for referrals from the EarnSphere community, gaining a referral fee if someone is able to secure a paid 
White-label.
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EarnSphere Important Links:
Website: https://www.earnsphere.world

Telegram: https://t.me/EarnSphere
X: https://x.com/earn_eco

RaidSharks Important Links:
Website: https://raidsharksbot.com

Telegram: https://telegram.me/RaidSharksEntry
X: https://X.com/RaidSharks 


